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V15

V10 / V15 KITS
AT LAST -  A  COMPACT AND COST-EFFECTIVE
PA THAT REALLY DELIVERS!

WHAT’S NEW @

OVERVIEW
Outline’s loudspeaker technologies grace professional stages all over the world, 
delivering crystal-clear, high-powered audio in every genre of music and performance. 

Now, Outline are proud to introduce a radical re-imagining of super-portable loudspeaker 
systems designed specifically for bands, musicians, corporate events, DJs and dance 
acts, in fact anyone who has to carry, set up and operate their own audio gear. 

Unlike most manufacturers who achieve a competitive price point by removing features 
and compromising build quality, Outline’s V10 and V15 rigs have been designed from the 
ground up to deliver truly professional audio. 

The result is a compact, easy to use solution that lets you focus on your performance.

Learn more @ solutions.outline.it

FEATURES
› Class-leading peak power handling of 4.5 kW (V10 kit) and 12kW (V15 kit) - more than 

enough to deal with most portable applications
› 135 dB+ maximum SPL plus hi-fi quality sound
› 100% designed and manufactured in Italy
› Enclosures crafted out of top quality WOOD (not plastic!), the same material we use for 

our flagship systems
› Outline’s polyurea coating technology provides super-tough protection for the 

loudspeakers for a much longer road life
› Absolutely unrivalled price: performance ratio - premium quality products delivered at 

MI pricing
› Outline ‘sonic fingerprint’ carried over 

from our flagship systems so easy to 
combine V10 / 15 with larger Outline 
systems for bigger events

APPLICATIONS
› Bands, musicians, corporate 

events, DJs, dance acts etc.
› True ‘Plug And Play’ solutions 

for a wide variety of 
applications - so quick and 
easy to transport and set 
up, no time wasted!
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MONACO 215 CX SP
INCREDIBLE OUTPUT POWER FROM

A TINY FOOTPRINT

Ki10 - Ki12
INNOVATIVE DESIGN IS  FITTED 

AS STANDARD

Rotatable horn without
removing the front grille:
just spin the wheel!

Ki10

Ki10

Ki12

OVERVIEW
Conceived and manufactured to give clients a flexible and easy to use product introduction to Outline, the new Ki series brings 
the engineering quality, distinctive lines and audio performance that have made the Italian brand an international reference point 
in sound reinforcement. Both Ki10 and Ki12’s compact dimensions, audio performance and thoughtful design make them ideal 
solutions for a wide variety of permanently installed applications.

Ki10 and Ki12 are equipped with 10” and 12” LF transducers respectively, both of which feature a 2.5” voice coil for high power and 
reliability. A 1.5” diaphragm compression driver provides the HF reproduction. The Outline-designed passive crossover networks 
fitted to both models also makes them very efficient in terms of amplifier channels and external control.

Both products also feature another Outline first, a brand new design of rotatable waveguide. Many comparable loudspeakers offer 
this facility but Outline’s Ki-series are the first to allow the installer to quickly and easily rotate the entire horn and HF section 
without any disassembly of the loudspeaker. This piece of original engineering offers a real advantage in small rooms or those with 
low headroom, as the HF horn can be quickly adjusted to ensure the required dispersion (100° x 50° or 50° x 100°) regardless of the 
orientation of the cabinet.

The combination of high quality transducers and innovative acoustic design delivers excellent sonic performance and ample power 
handling, especially considering the Ki-Series’ price point. Additionally, the cutting-edge moulding technology used by Outline 
enables the company to manufacture HF horns that are both rigid and light, bringing benefits in terms of reduced distortion and 
easier handling.

KEY FEATURES
The Ki10 and Ki12 are both two-way, full-range passive loud-
speakers with a nominal impedance of 8 Ohms and featuring 
built-in passive crossovers. A brand new Outline design of rota-
table waveguide (100° x 50° or 50° x 100°) provides easy reconfi-
gurability and both products include integral threaded mounting 
points (18 x M8). 100% designed and manufactured in Italy.

APPLICATIONS
Ki-Series is an application-flexible loudspeaker 
solution for: Bars and restaurants | Clubs, live 
music venues and theatres | Leisure and retail 
outlets | Auditoriums, offices and conferences

Ki10: LF 1 x 10” high-pass loaded woofer | HF 1 x 1.5” diaphragm 
compression driver, horn loaded. 250 W AES (1,000 Peak), max 
SPL 126dB @ 1m.

Ki12: LF 1 x 12” high-pass loaded woofer | HF 1 x 1.5” diaphragm 
compression driver, horn loaded. 300 W AES (1,200 Peak), max 
SPL 128dB @ 1m.

OVERVIEW
Monaco 215 CX SP is a very powerful self-powered point-source system featuring 2 x 15” woofers plus coaxial 3” diaphragm compression 
driver.
Uniquely configured as a ‘two-and-a-half’ way system, this loudspeaker delivers audio performance approaching a three-way design with 
extended low frequency.

The built-in amplifier platform (SP version) with four selectable EQ presets and input gain enables to use this enclosure as part of a plug & 
play solution.
The maximum available power from the amplifier module is 2 x 1500 W EIAJ at 8 ohm, 6000 W peak (total). The SPL is 140 dB (peak @ 1 m). 

Thanks to Outline’s exclusive internal crossover designs, the passive version (Monaco 215 CX) can be driven by a single channel of amplification 
or can be bi-amped using two amplifier channels to drive the co-axial LF and Mid / HF sections separately.

Monaco series is loaded by an Outline proprietary moulded waveguide, which is coaxial to the 15” mid-woofer and provides low-pass acoustical 
loading on the woofer, increasing the efficiency in its usable bandwidth.

The all-wood 15 mm phenolic-glued Baltic birch enclosure features craftsmanship dovetail joinery construction protected by an epoxy powder 
coated, resonance-free steel grill over acoustically transparent foam. Every cabinet is coated with a high-tech black textured polyurea scratch 
free finish and custom RAL color repainting options are available for installations with specific cosmetic requirements.

Monaco is available in two versions: self-powered (Monaco 215 CX SP) and passive (Monaco 215 CX).

FEATURES
› Powerful full-range point-source system available both in self-

powered and passive versions
› 2-way bi-amped PWM power module (1500 W EIAJ per channel, 

3000 W peak) with 4 presets (1 specific preset for use with Outline 
SUB 118 SP)

› 140 dB SPL peak
› 2 x 15” woofers, bass reflex loaded plus coaxial
 3” diaphragm compression driver
› ‘Two and a half way’ crossover system designed to maximise the 

impact
 of the two woofers while retaining the benefits of coaxial HF design
› Can be driven by a single amplifier channel or bi-amped 
› Precise directivity coverage (80° x 60°) with rotatable HF horn 
› Ergonomic, integral handles for easy handling 
› Various rigging options via included Smart Fix Rail System,
 multiple M8 points and 35mm pole mount

APPLICATIONS
› Ideal as a compact main PA at medium sized concerts
› High quality installations in theatres, clubs, indoor sports arenas
› Easy integration with various models of Outline subwoofers
 for increased dynamics and LF extension if required.


